
WSU MR Research Facility (MRRF) Directions / Dr. E. Mark Haacke's office 
 
313-745-1391 (Zahid Latif)  3T  
313-745-1388 (Pavan Jella) 3T and 7T 

313-966-2233 (Yang Xuan) 3T/7T 
313-577-1747 (Robin Roberts) 3T and 7T

http://mrc.wayne.edu/ 
 
Harper Hospital Entrance (Building “K”): 3T magnet 

1. Take the Harper Hospital elevators to the Ground floor. 
2. Follow signs to the “tunnel” there should be an arrow pointing to the WSU MR Research Facility at the 

red triangle in the rug turn left into the Clinical MRI area (should see an MRI sign on the archway). 
3. Walk down the long Clinical MRI Hallway through another set of doors into a carpeted area the is 

carpeted area is the MR Research Facility we are located in room G030 under the second skylight in 
the MR Research area. 

 
Address: 
Harper University Hospital 
WSU MR Research Facility 
3990 John R Street 
Detroit, MI 48201 

 
University Health Center Entrance (Building “J”): 3T magnet 
 
1. Take the elevators down to the ground floor and follow the hall with all the artwork on the walls to a set of 

steel doors that lead into the tunnel to Harper Hospital. There is writing on the tunnel walls directing you to 
Harper Hospital.  

2. Just before you get to Harper Hospital; you’ll see a red triangle in the rug floor (should see a sign in the 
archway saying MRI). Turn right though a set of automatic doors into the MRI Clinical area. Follow the long 
hallway down to the MR Research Facility. Our area has rugs while the clinical area is bare floor.  

3. Go through the doors from the Clinical MRI area to the Research MRI area. The Main office is room G030. 
Dr. Haacke’s office is just inside this area.  
 

Address: 
Harper University Hospital 
WSU MR Research Facility 
3990 John R Street 
Detroit, MI 48201 
 

 
 

Louis M. Elliman Building Entrance (Building “D”): 7T magnet 
1. Enter the Elliman building through the front entrance on Canfield Street (421 Canfield).  You must have 

a coded one-card or call the 7T MRI center using the phone system and have someone open the door. 
2. Go to the elevators straight ahead and take them down to the basement. 
3. Once the elevators open, take the hallway left and follow it to the end.  There will be the 7T lab, room 

0121 Elliman. 
 

Address: 
Louis M. Elliman 
WSU MR Research Facility 
540 E. Canfield 
Detroit, MI 48201 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


